Abstract. Laser ultrasonics is a technique where lasers are used for the generation and detection of ultrasound instead of conventional piezoelectric transducers. The technique is broadband, non-contact, and couplant free, suitable for large stand-off distances, inspection of components of complex geometries and hazardous environments. In this paper, array imaging is presented by obtaining the full matrix of all possible laser generation, laser detection combinations in the array (Full Matrix Capture), at the nondestructive, thermoelastic regime. An advanced imaging technique developed for conventional ultrasonic transducers, the Total Focusing Method (TFM), is adapted for laser ultrasonics and then applied to the captured data, focusing at each point of the reconstruction area. In this way, the beamforming and steering of the ultrasound is done during the post processing. A 1-D laser induced ultrasonic phased array is synthesized with significantly improved spatial resolution and defect detectability. In this study, shear waves are used for the imaging, since they are more efficiently produced than longitudinal waves in the nondestructive, thermoelastic regime. Experimental results are presented from nondestructive, laser ultrasonic inspection of aluminum samples with side drilled holes and slots at depths varying between 5 and 20mm from the surface.
INTRODUCTION
Laser ultrasonics is a technique where lasers are used for the generation and detection of ultrasound instead of the conventional piezoelectric transducers [1, 2] . The light of a pulsed laser is focused onto the surface of the component to be tested and is absorbed. In metals, the absorption of light happens at the electromagnetic skin depth, which is of the order of a few nm. Thermal diffusion further buries the heated volume to a total of around one micron deep [3] . The absorbed light heats up the irradiated component causing it to expand rapidly, at times that are compared to the rise time of the laser pulse (nanoseconds duration) [4] . This fast, thermo-elastic expansion is the source of the generated ultrasonic wave. The wave then travels through the component and is detected optically, usually by some type of laser interferometer [5] . Laser ultrasonics has several advantages over conventional ultrasonic methods: it is a non contact and couplant free technique, making it suitable for places with limited access [6] , hazardous environments [7] and inspection of geometrically complex components [8] . It is also a broadband technique and all modes of ultrasonic waves (e.g. longitudinal, shear, surface waves) are excited.
The use of ultrasonic phased arrays has had a major impact on science, medicine and society, over the past 60 years. During the last decade, there has been a rapid increase in the use of ultrasonic arrays for NDT inspection. A conventional ultrasonic array is made of several ultrasonic transducer elements which can be addressed individually to transmit and receive ultrasonic signals. A phased array can control the directivity and focus of the ultrasound by varying the time delay between the firings of the array elements. The benefits of phased arrays are increased image quality and flexibility regarding the range of different inspections (e.g. plane, focused, steered) that can be done from a single location of the array.
Laser induced ultrasonic arrays have been proposed using spatial or temporal modification of the laser beam, or both. Using spatial modification, some of the authors of the present article, have shown successful control of focusing and steering of surface acoustic waves and longitudinal waves [9] [10] [11] . Regarding temporal modification of the laser beam, two methods of phased arrays using laser ultrasonics have been proposed in the past: using a single laser source with multiple optical delays and using multiple laser sources. The first method uses a single laser source which is then split and delivered to the target following a range of optical delay paths to achieve the desired time delay. This can be achieved by using multiple optical fibers of variable length [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , or a White cell optical delay cavity system [17] . The second method uses an array of laser cavities, fired at the desired time delay [18] [19] [20] . Both these methods are expensive in terms of hardware.
An alternative philosophy to array imaging is to perform the imaging in post processing. Previous authors have used the synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT) with laser ultrasonics to improve detectability and enhance imaging [21, 22] , mainly in the destructive, ablation regime. The authors of the present paper have recently demonstrated [23] Laser Induced Phased Array (LIPA) imaging in post processing, by obtaining the full matrix of all possible transmitter receiver combinations in the array, at the non-destructive, thermoelastic regime. This data acquisition method is known as the Full Matrix Capture (FMC) [24, 25] . A major benefit of this method is that now a whole range of imaging algorithms is possible to be applied to the same data set, in post processing. For laser ultrasonics in particular, the advantage is that array configurations can now be synthesized without the need of complicated optical setups, optical fibers or use of multiple laser beams and without being limited by the physical constraints (e.g. restrictions on the number of array elements) that come with these setups. The present paper presents optimizations to the technique, by introducing apodization terms, in the TFM algorithm. The result is improved signal-to-noise (SNR), hence better defect identification.
BACKGROUND Laser ased ltrasound
Ultrasound is generated when the light emitted by a pulsed laser is absorbed by the material. In the low laser power thermoelastic regime there is no damage of the material and the process is non-destructive. The laser beam incident to the sample locally heats its surface and causes it to expand rapidly at times that are comparable to the rise time of the laser pulse which, for the cases considered here, is in the order of 10 ns. As the laser energy is absorbed in a layer much thinner than the ultrasonic wavelength (a few nanometers in aluminum), the bandwidth of the generated wave depends on the temporal characteristics of the laser pulse and is broadband. Longitudinal, shear and surface acoustic waves are generated. For a point source center of expansion, the angular dependence of the amplitude of the longitudinal and the shear waves are given respectively by [4] :
where θ is the observation angle with respect to the surface normal and κ=c L /c T , with c L and c T the acoustic velocities of the longitudinal and the shear wave respectively. It has been shown [26] that the directivities of the longitudinal and shear waves for a line source, similar to the one used in this study, are the same as those for a point source. In the case of aluminum, the directivity pattern of the longitudinal waves [19] has its maximum at θ=64 o and for shear waves [19, 26] the maximum is at θ=30 o . Scanning the detection beam creates an array of detectors. The detector used in the work presented here, is sensitive to the out-of-plane ultrasonic component. The sensitivity of the detector to longitudinal and shear waves as a function of incident wave angle, is given, respectively, by [27] :
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are actually the relations for the radial (compressional) and tangential (shear) components respectively, of an excited wave due to an out-of-plane point load on the surface. By reciprocity, these should be proportional to the out-of-plane surface displacement as a function of incident wave angle.
Full atrix apture (FMC) and otal ocusing ethod (TFM)
The FMC is a data acquisition method developed for conventional ultrasonic arrays. In this method, the waveform from every possible combination of transducer/receiver of an n element array is captured and forms an n×n matrix, the full matrix. The FMC had to be adapted to data acquired from laser sources and the approach taken here is shown in Fig. 1 , as well as a representation of the full matrix. The beam of the generation laser was focused onto a line at the surface of the sample, along the y-axis and the beam of the detection laser was focused onto a spot. The laser beams were scanned in such a way along the x-axis (see section "Experimental Setup") that the collected data correspond to those of a linear array with equi-spaced elements.
Because the generation and detection angular sensitivities are different, it is not readily apparent how this will affect the imaging performance of the system. For this reason, a forward model is desirable to predict the FMC data set, h gd (t) (where the indices g and d refer to ultrasonic generation and detection positions respectively). The model employed is a ray-based model that simulates the response of the system to one or more small targets. In the case of multiple targets, only first-order scattering is considered, hence the response of the system is simply the superposition of its response to each target, individually. Each target generates four separate responses corresponding to the four possible combinations of generated mode and detected mode (longitudinal-longitudinal, longitudinal-shear, shear-longitudinal and shear-shear). Again, these are treated separately and superposed. In the frequency, ω, domain, the response to the j th target for shear generated and detected mode can be written as:
(c) (6) where θ gj and θ dj are the angles (relative to the surface normal) of the rays between the generation and detection positions and the target, d gj and d dj are the corresponding path lengths and A j (θ gj ;θ dj , ω) is the angular-dependent response or scattering matrix [28] of the target. The above expression allows the response to any defect to be simulated, subject to the constraint that the generation and detection points must be in the far-field of the defect.
TFM is an algorithm that can only be performed using FMC. It has been shown [24] that the TFM gives significantly improved resolution and SNR compared to swept aperture plane and focused B-scans. In addition, the TFM image extends beyond the edge of the array, increasing the probability of locating defects in these locations.
In TFM, the first step is to discretize the target region (in the x, z plane) into a grid. The signals from all elements in the array are then summed to synthesize a focus at every point in the grid [24] . The intensity of the image, I(r) at any point in the scan is given by [24] :
r r r r (7) where s gd (t) are the digitally filtered time-traces of the raw signals collected during the experiment (see section "Results"). The time delay term (t gd ) equals: (8) where d g (r) and d d (r) are the distances associated with the generation and detection ray-paths. Z g and Z d are apodization coefficients. The noise present in experimental FMC data is dominated by incoherent noise that is of uniform RMS amplitude in all signals. In order to maximize the SNR of the TFM image, the optimum apodization is therefore a matched filter that weights each time-trace contribution according to the expected signal amplitude of a scatterer. Without prior knowledge of the type of scatterers to be detected, the most appropriate assumption is that A j (θ gj , θ dj , ω)=1 and the apodization coefficients are then given by:
The response model described previously can be used to simulate the FMC data and resultant TFM image from any configuration of suitable scatterers in order to provide a direct comparison with experimental results. The response model can also be combined with the TFM description to produce what is defined as a sensitivity image, E(r), that describes the amplitude expected from a perfect point target (i.e. one where A j (θ gj , θ dj , ω)=1) as a function of position r. The inverse Fourier transform of the Eq. (6) for the shear-shear mode combination is:
r r r r r r (11) Hence the sensitivity image is: (12) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental Setup
Two samples were used in this study. Each one was a 90 × 20 × 50 mm block of aluminum and five side drilled holes or slots were imaged in each sample. The schematic of the samples used is shown in Fig. 2 and the characteristics of the imaged reflectors are given in Table 1 .
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The generation laser was a Nd:YVO pulsed laser with pulse rise time of 1 ns and 1064 nm wavelength. Its repetition rate was 5 kHz and the average power 680 mW, as measured in front of the sample, corresponding to 136 mJ per pulse. The laser beam was focused by means of a cylindrical lens, to a line of 5 mm length in the y-direction (i.e. perpendicular to the imaging plane) and 0.2 mm width in the x-direction. The incidence angle was 25 o with respect to the normal to the sample surface. This was purely to facilitate the scanning of the generating and detecting laser beams and only has a minor effect on the directivity pattern of the ultrasonic waves.
A Polytech vibrometer (OFV-534 head with OFV-5000 controller) was used to detect the ultrasonic signal, which was measuring the out-of-plane displacement. The light of the 633nm HeNe laser that it uses was focused to a 0.04mm diameter spot and was aligned with the middle of the generation line source with an angle of incidence 0 o with respect to the normal. During the data acquisition for the FMC, a 1-D LIPA was synthesized. In the case of sample 1, it was a 89 element array with element spacing of 155μm and in the case of sample 2, it was a 161 element array with element spacing of 155μm. To synthesize the LIPA in each case, the sample remained stationary, throughout the experiment, while the detection and the generation laser beams were scanned in turns. The detection laser was scanned across all consecutive array element positions, while the generation laser remained focused at one position. Then the generation laser beam was moved, irradiating another element position and the detection laser was scanned again across all element positions [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The bandwidth of the vibrometer is from low MHz to 24 MHz, with a flat frequency response across its bandwidth. Each captured waveform was averaged 500 times.
Results
A 1 MHz high pass, analog filter was applied during the data collection, to reduce some of the signal noise, without loss of useful information. Digital filtering of the signal was performed in order to maximize the SNR. The inspection frequency was tuned by means of a Gaussian filter with 100% bandwidth, at -40 dB and was applied to the raw time-traces during the post processing. The digital filters applied had various central frequency values, as specified in each case. The shear wave was chosen to image the defects as the contribution of the longitudinal wave is small in the thermoelastic regime, in metals [4] . The shear wave velocity of 3100m/s was used in Eq. (8) . The directivity of the shear wave shows a max. at 30 o and there was enough out-of-plane component to be detected by the vibrometer. The surface acoustic wave was present in all data and can be seen present at the TFM images at the surface, extending to a crosstalk region of depth up to 5mm. (13) where I (r) is defined in Eq. (7) and I max has a single value in each image, corresponding to the maximum intensity of the image at depths>5 mm. This means that images are normalized to the largest defect response, rather than the very high amplitude surface wave artifacts present at shallower depths. Figure 3(b) shows the sensitivity image (E(r)), as described by Eq. (12) . It can be seen that the sensitivity is not uniform. As a result, I(r) (shown in Fig.  3(a) ) has uniform noise but non-uniform sensitivity. To account for this effect, the normalized image (N(r)=I(r)/E(r)) is shown in Fig. 3(c) . N(r) has non-uniform noise (the noise in areas of weak signal is amplified), but uniform sensitivity. Figure 4 (a) shows the TFM image from sample 2, using 8 MHz digital filter. The five defects can be seen with high spatial resolution. Figure 4(b) shows the sensitivity image (E(r)) and once again, it is non-uniform. Figure 4(c) shows the normalized image of the experimental data, where the sensitivity is uniform. 
DISCUSSION
A limitation of the FMC is the need to acquire n × n signals. The procedure becomes even more time consuming when averaging of multiple signals is needed. This was the case in the work presented here, as laser ultrasonic generation at the thermoelastic regime generally produces weak signals. At the moment, the data acquisition speed is 1.5 points per second, which means in practice that it takes under 5 minutes to capture the full matrix of a 20 element array and 90 minutes for an 89 element array. The theoretical maximum speed of FMC (v max ) is determined by the minimum time per FMC frame (T min = m × n 2 × 1/f, where m is the number of averages and f is the laser repetition rate), which is the time taken to acquire one complete full matrix. In the results presented, each waveform was averaged 500 times and the repetition rate of the laser was 5 kHz, corresponding to T min ≈ 13 min., for an 89 element array. It can be seen that with the current experimental setup, data acquisition is 7 times slower than the theoretical limit and this is currently limited by the mechanical scanning and the data acquisition system. The system is being re-designed to address these issues. However, T min can be further improved and the FMC using LIPAs can become faster and several improvements are proposed below to address this challenge.
Improve the ignal to oise atio
For a laser ultrasonics system using an interferometer, the SNR, is related to the surface displacement (δ), the optical power reaching the detector (P D ) and the bandwidth (B D ) of the detection system, via the following proportionality [29] :
The surface displacement, at the thermoelastic regime, increases linearly with increasing the generation laser power, P G [30] , and, for the experiments presented here, P G is already set at the limit before damage occurs (damage threshold in aluminum is ~150 kW/mm 2 [19] ). Another option is to increase the reflected light power, P D . Given a certain surface finish of the tested sample, increasing the power of the detection laser will improve the SNR [31] . The vibrometer used in this study is of very low laser power (<1mW) and a higher power laser would be more appropriate. In order to give a realistic example of what the effect of some of the suggested improvements would be to the system, assuming a detection laser of 100 mW power, and full light return from the sample, an increase of SNR by a factor of 10 compared to the existing setup, would be observed. This would lower the number of averages by a factor of 102 and averaging of only a few pulses would be required. If no averaging were required, the theoretical limit for the FMC, would be n 2 × 1/f, limited only by the repetition rate of the generation laser. It is noted here that the repetition rate of the generation laser is ultimately limited by the minimum time required between successive firings to ensure that the reverberations from the previous cycle have sufficiently decayed before the next. In the case of LIPAs, this quantity sets the limit to the maximum repetition rate (f max ) of the generation laser that can be used. As an example and based on values of attenuation in aluminum published in the literature [32] , for an aluminum sample with same physical dimensions as the one in this study, the f max is approx. 15 kHz, corresponding to three times faster data acquisition than the current rate.
Another option that would reduce the number of averages is to modulate the spatial intensity distribution of the generation laser beam, using Hadamard multiplexing, which has been shown to improve the SNR [33] . In [33] , an improvement of SNR by 2.8 was observed. This is equivalent to the SNR improvement obtained by increasing the number of averages by a factor of 2.8 2 = 8. A similar improvement to our currently used system would reduce the number of averages from 500 to 60, increasing the data acquisition speed by a factor of 8 as well.
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here give an experimental demonstration of the benefits of using the FMC data acquisition method and the TFM as a post processing algorithm in laser ultrasonics. The beamforming and steering of the ultrasound is done during the post processing, resulting in a laser induced phased array with significantly improved spatial resolution and defect detectability. The technique is non-contact and non-destructive and would be attractive for applications such as inspection of carbon fiber composites or welded parts in microelectronics, performing NDT in hazardous environments or at the production line. The system can be easily fiber coupled to access difficult to reach places, and can accommodate complex geometries. The lasers themselves are relatively small and portable. The use of optics makes the array elements easy to manipulate: change spot size and scan.
The FMC allows post processing in a range of different algorithms, including the TFM, which can only be performed when the full matrix is known. In addition, the TFM allows the detection of defects outside the array aperture and improves the spatial resolution and SNR. In the present paper, apodization has been applied at the imaging algorithm: the contribution of each captured waveform is weighted by the transmit and receive directivity functions at each image point. If noise in the original waveforms is uniform then this apodization maximizes SNR at each point in image
Laser ultrasonics is a broadband technique, allowing the results to be post processed in a range of frequencies, a significant advantage over the conventional transducers. The choice of frequency can be adjusted according to the expected defect size, depth and material properties. In [23] , it was shown that there is an optimization to reach between overall SNR and lateral resolution. This information can be used to optimize the speed of the data acquisition process, as lower frequencies mean larger array spacing (i.e. fewer array elements for the same size aperture) during data collection.
The main concern regarding FMC coupled with laser ultrasonics is the time for data acquisition. Improvements are proposed in this paper that address making data acquisition faster. The following is a realistic example of what the effect of some of the suggested system improvements would be to the theoretical speed limit: assuming a detection laser of 100 mW power, and full light return from the sample, an increase of SNR by a factor of 10 compared to the existing setup, would be observed, lowering the number of averages by a factor of 102. As a result, only few or no averaging would be required. If no averaging were required then, assuming an ultrasonic generation laser with repetition rate of 15 kHz and an array of n=89 elements, the theoretical limit for the FMC, would be (T min = n 2 × 1/f) 500 ms per frame. Based on the suggested developments and a re-design of the experimental system, it is expected that the theoretical speed limit for LIPAs using FMC will be approached within the next few years.
